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Intelliview NXT is the rst enterprise reporting solution focused solely on 

empowering both non-technical and tech savvy users with "business 

insights" from their data without placing ANY overhead on IT teams.

It addresses the most fundamental challenges that USERS and IT 

TEAMS face with information, every day:

 Dynamic business situations – Users need “real time”Â

  answers to “real time” questions without having to wait for
  access to data or report changes

 Lack of exibility – Users need their reports to be “purposeÂ

  built” to meet team / user specic needs

 IT effort – IT teams need to be freed from the constantÂ

  overhead of meeting user specic or business situation
  specic needs

Intelliview NXT addresses all 3 challenges comprehensively by 

delivering Interactive Reports and Personalized Business Insights, while 

Minimizing IT Effort.

Interactive Reports

Intelliview NXT enables users to adapt reports and interact with their data 

to meet dynamic business situations with ease and without requiring any 

additional IT effort. Its intuitive user interface ensures that users can get 

answers to any question posed by a dynamic situation with little or no 

training.

Personalized Business Insights

Intelliview NXT takes report personalization to a whole new level, 

enabling users to design their own reports!

It also enables users to take any existing report and make it their own by 

adapting and personalizing the report to suit their specic business 

needs.

Minimizing IT Effort

As the focus on enabling users to meet dynamic information 

requirements and team / users specic needs increases, so does related 

IT effort. More often than not, a metric that was not pertinent to a user's 

report gets prominence due to a change in operational priorities and 

reports need to be updated or redesigned to reect this change. This 

happens often enough to create a signicant overhead for the IT team on 

an ongoing basis.

By empowering business users to interact with their reports and create 

their own personalized information needs, Intelliview NXT signicantly 

reduces IT effort team by eliminating unproductive time spent with 

report creation and modication. Intelliview NXT Instead lets them focus 

efforts on more strategic and long term IT priorities.

Key Functional Areas

Product of

Intelliview NXT provides an intuitive 

interface that enables users to 

interact with and modify their 

reports based on different business 

situations with little or no effort.

This enables users to focus their 

a t ten t ion  on  answer ing  the 

questions they have rather than 

guring out how to use the reporting interface to get to the 

information they need.

Interactive Visualization

Comprehensive Dashboard & Report Support

Intelliview NXT is designed meet the most extensive information 

needs. Its reporting capabilities deliver user driven & exible Ad Hoc 

Interactive reports, full the stringent design requirements of Standard 

Reports and everything in between!

Hybrid Dashboards

Dashboards

Reports
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Dashboards

Reports

Interactive Dashboards are been designed to accommodate the needs of both power users and business users. It enables power users to design Ad Hoc 

Dashboards and also create variants associated with the main Dashboard by using multiple combinations of parameters as well as different business 

metrics. The user interface has been designed with non-IT users in mind. All display items are simple to understand and allow users the maximum 

exibility.

While Dashboards provide extensive value to end users, they still need Standard Reports to meet a variety of every day information needs. Some 

examples are regulatory reporting, production reporting such as forms, statements and invoices, pre-dened report templates such as project, progress 

or status reporting and any other reporting need that places stringent requirements in terms of pixel perfect design.

The Intelliview NXT Report Designer enables tech savvy users to design reports either by connecting to a local database or to a server resident database. 

On completing report design, reports are easily published to the web based Intelliview NXT Reporting Server.
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Hybrid Dashboards

Hybrid Reports in Intelliview NXT provide an integrated report environment that makes it possible to combine Interactive Reports and Standard reports 

into a single report. Any parameter that is applied to the hybrid report updates the widgets and the standard report objects within a hybrid report making it 

very easy for users to manage their hybrid reports.

Integrated Search

"Search" is second nature to business users and Intelliview NXT’s integrated search capability adds signicant value to the user 

experience.

Intelliview NXT makes it possible to use search terms to lter their reports and instantly isolate just the information they need.

Exception Reporting

Intelliview NXT gives users the ability to dene exception conditions for one of more business metrics in a report, which are 

highlighted when they view the report.

This enables users to monitor their business based on each exceptions tailored for each user’s individual priorities, rather than 

spend time discovering these exceptions or analysing data.

Business Alert Monitoring

Users are also able to dene exception conditions for which they need to be proactively alerted without the need for them to view 

a report in order to discover that an exception has occurred.

Intelliview NXT enables users to dene exceptions that they need to be notied of via email.

Multi Tenancy/Cloud enabled

Intelliview NXT supports multi tenancy as part of its core architecture. This architecture provides customers the ability to deploy 

Intelliview NXT as in a private or public cloud environment and provide independent instances for multiple entities / communities 

depending on the business need.

Broad support for Data

Intelliview NXT ships with support for all the major RDBMS systems out of the box. The supported databases are MS SQL, 

MySQL, Oracle and DB2. Customers can get suppor t for other databases such as Sybase or Progress using a cost effective 

certication program.

Intelliview NXT offers direct support for Excel Data templates for ongoing management by business users and Cube support as 

add on modules.

Mobile Reporting

Intelliview NXT delivers a cross platform mobile experience by enabling users to not just access but also interact with reports 

using both iOS and Android devices.


